
Strategies Applied:

• I often double the filling for the Quiche and freeze half - although it is mixed together rather 

than layered as in a traditional Quiche, it is nice to have the a second one ready to go in the 
freezer and save myself from having to buy cream or half and half, grate cheese etc. When I 
decide to make it, I just take it out the day before and place in a container in the fridge to thaw.

• You can freeze a whole Quiche: To freeze, cook as directed, cool, cover with two layers of foil, 

and freeze. Thaw in the refrigerator, then heat to serve. You can freeze any leftovers for 
breakfast or lunch down the road in the same manner.

• Since many of the variations call for 3/4 cup of cream, make sure you have a use for this small 

amount so it doesn't go to waste. Doubling the recipe will give you 1/2 cup, which is a 
measurement that is a bit more useful in recipes and enough for a bit of topping for a dessert.

• It's also easier to find a use for 4 egg whites rather than just two! Doubling the recipe gives a 

greater chance of using up the egg whites as well as the cream.
• I use beans instead of pie weights, and I've used the same beans for years. I keep them in a 

small canister that I think came with popcorn from the boy scouts or a school fund raiser. It's the
perfect size. If I'm baking a lot of pies during a time period, I reuse the foil, too, and just fold it 
and keep it inside.

• Pie Crust: I buy the prepared during the Holidays when there are great sales and coupons 

available, and then put them in my freezer. Last year I picked up 10 double crusts at no cost. I 
have to admit, I cringed a bit at the ingredients, but the time factor is important enough for me 
to make a judgment call. Cost for me: Free; cost for home-made using butter: $1.15.

• Bacon: Used to be an inexpensive ingredient, its price has risen with its popularity. Let's face it,

bacon isn't the healthiest - we seldom use it here on its own as a meat, but do use it in small 
amounts in recipes, where I consider it as a "flavoring" rather than a protein. I buy on store 
specials and take advantage of coupons - my go to price is between $2.00 and $3.00 a package, 
although I have several packs in my freezer bought at about 50 cents each. I freeze until needed,
partially thaw (until a knife will go through) and cut across the bacon from top to bottom. 1/16th
is the same size as a strip. I wrap the bacon back up and freeze again. If we're making 
something like a BLT, I'll think about cooking a bit extra for something like this recipe. Cost for
the bacon, $2.89 a pound, 4 slices (4 ounces) is 72 cents.

• Eggs: Stock up on eggs when they’re inexpensive, normally during Holiday weeks. Low prices 

in my area range from free (often with other purchases) to anywhere from 50 to 88 cents. They 
last for weeks in the fridge – The date on the container is a ‘buy’ date, and you can expect them 
to last a good six weeks past that date. If you pick up two or three packages when they’re at 
their low, you’ll rarely need to pay full price.Refrigerate right away and never store in the door; 
eggs keep best in a colder part of the refrigerator, in their own box. (Then put your partially 
used vegetables in the door where you’ll see them and remember they need to be used ASAP – 
the half a bell pepper or onion, etc.) In doubt about an egg? If it floats in water, discard, just to 
be on the safe side. Cost for 4 at 88 cents a dozen? About 28 cents.

• Milk: Buy on sale – unopened it keeps a bit past it’s “sell by” date – then you can pick up one 
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for the beginning of the week, and another at the end of the week for the week following.Be 
careful with your milk, and even opened it will last a lot longer – pour, lid and put away, don’t 
bring it to the table or leave it on the counter while you eat dinner or down your cereal and 
you’ll notice it stay fresh last MUCH longer. We’ve cut way back on dairy, as most health 
experts suggest – putting it away helps with that, too. Cost for a cup, about 8 cents.

• Cream: Buy on sale during Holiday weeks; it's often priced lower than usual and sometimes 

there are coupons. It keeps for a good, long time unopened in the fridge. Always compare the 
cost of cream to half and half if you don't need full cream. Milk is a lot cheaper, about 8 cents a 
cup, so half and half should be roughly half the price (minus the 8 cents) of the same amount of 
cream to be a good value. The cream I bought was $1.49 for two cups, so for this recipe, 75 
cents.

• Gruyere: I substitute a grocery store Swiss to save cost. Cheese is an item that I almost always 

buy on sale. Often with store specials, coupons and special offers from the producers I can get 
cheese very cheaply, and sometimes at no cost. I’ll stock up then – if it’s not open, it keeps 
forever. If I have to freeze, I will sometimes do this – it’s ok when used in a casserole, but not 
very good for eating. I look for a price of a dollar (or less) for an eight ounce block of store 
cheese. Cost 50 cents.

• Note on the Salad Pricing: The Mushrooms were 89 cents a package (used four or five), the 

Spinach $1.49 a bunch (used about 1/2), the tomatoes 99 cents a pound (used 2, about 10 ounces
60 cents.) Red Onion was nominal. Added about 2 tablespoons of oil and vinegar. Cost about 
$1.50.


